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ABSTRACT

A wind tunnel investigation was conducted to study the flow field in

• which separation is caused by an expaning plume, with emphasis on effects

associated with periodic unsteadiness in the plume. The separation shock

was photographed with high speed motion pictures, from which mean shock

position and excursion data are reported. Pressure fluctuations were ..-

measured beneath the separation shock and statistics of the results are
L

reported. A response of the separation shock to plume periodic unsteadiness

was identified, and the magnitude of a corresponding transfer function was

defined and is reported. Also, small harmonic effects in plume response to

periodic unsteadiness were noted.

The stabilizing effect of a lateral s1_rface protuberance near the

separation shock wave was investigated. The protuberance configuration

was a lateral circular cylinder, and various diameters, all less than the

boundary layer thickness, were employed.

Comparisons of normalized power spectrum correlation using boundary

layer thickness and separation length as the pertinent length are illus-

trated. A brief discussion of the scaling considerations for the pressure

statistics associated with plume induced flow separation is given.
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INTRODUCTION

A rocket booster vehicle will typically produce a significantly under-

expanded engine exhaust in the latter duration of its burn. In that condition,

the exhaust plumes to a large diameter and alters the vehicle flow field con-

slderably by generating a separated flow region whlah engulfs the aft end

of the vehicle. The vehicle boundary layer separates well forward of the

plume itself, and a separation shock wave radiates from a position near the

separation point. The flow field is illustrated in Figure 1.

An inherent unsteadiness exists for the separated flow as is often ex-

perienced with rigid surface compression corner flow at large Reynolds num-

bers. (For example, see references 1,2D3 and 4.) Separation shock excursions

of several meters were reported by Jones from in-fllght observations of a

Saturn V vehlcle [5]*. One would expect rather severe surface pressure fluctu-

atlons to accompany such shock motion, and s_gnlflcantly, the engine plume is

usually large at the altitude where the vehicle encounters maximum dynamic

pressure.

Large liquid fuel rocket engines exhibit a periodic unsteadiness, there-

fore, the effect of that unsteadiness on the plume induced flow field is of

concern. This report experimentally examines the plume induced flow field

with and without periodic plume unsteadiness. Data are reported for an axl-

symmetric body at Hach 2.9 with a cold air plume generated by secondary /low.

,
Numbers in brackets refer to refeI_ces in the List of References at the end

of this report.

1
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Data are also reported which examine the effect of lateral surface protu-

berances, immersed in the boundary layer, near the induced boundary separ-

ation. The objective is to suppy data which are useful in assessing the

possibility of reducing suzface pressure fluctuatlons by capturing the separ-

ation shock.

MODEL AND TEST FACILITIES _-.

Model Description

The basic configuration of the model used in this study is a cone-

cylinder body which produces a plume near the aft end. The plume is pro-

duced from a secondary supply of air with a maximum working pressure of 136

atm. A photograph of the model is shown in Figure 2.

The basic mode] is identical to tha_ used for previous tests [6,7], and

is mounted on the wind tunnel wall with its axis of symmetry located at the

tun,lel wall boundary layer displacement thickness. The wall mounting arrange-

ment allows easier access for the plume generation flow and allows a larger

diameter body to be used as compared with a sting mount. Locating the model

on the wall boundary layer displacement thickness simulates true axisymmetrlc

flow. This was verlf[ed during earlier tests with this model [6]. The model

details and dimensions are 81yen in Figure 3.

Stainless steel fins are used on the model to isolate the test flow from

the tunnel wall effect and preserve axlsymmetric flow in a circular sector

where data are taken. The fins are 1/16 inch thick and have a i0° half wedge

cut in the lower surface of the leading edge. A flat plate is seen by the

flow on the upper surface. The leading edge is swept ?0° to maintain a mini-

" mum distance from the leading edge to the separated region, minimizing the

effect of the fin boundary layer.

1977009350-TSA10
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Plume Genera tlon

The plume producing portion of the model is detailed in Figure 4. The

plume nozzle is composed of two conical surfaces with a common apex located

on the model axis of synmetry. It is designed for an isentropic exit Math

number 2.94. The model fins extend into the plume nozzle to preserve

symmetry within a c:[rcular sector.

Plume Pulsing

Plume unsteadiness (or pulsing) is generated by the apparatus detailed

in Figures 4 and 5. The unsteadiness is generated hy periodically diverting

a part of the plume supply air to the atmosphere. Th_s is accomplished with a

variable speed rotating disk with evenly spaced holes on a circumference. The

holes align with a teflon orifice which is teed off the plume air supply,

Pulse frequency is controlled by the disk rotational spe_d, and the pulse mag-

nitude is controlled by the orifice size.

The nature of the pressure signal, measured in the plume settling cham-

ber, is that of a periodic component superimposed on a lar._er stead)" component.

The periodic part is approximately a sine wave, especially for cases in which

the orifice size is about the same as the disk holes. The wave is somewhat

llke a "flattened sine wave" for tests in which the orifice is considerably

smaller than the disk holes.

The time required for a pulse to travel from the orifice to the plume

settling chamber places an upper limit on the frequency for which a good pres-

sure signal can be generated. In this experiment the distance from the orJ-

flee to the settling chamber is approximately I0 era,and wave distortion is

evident at frequencies above 500 or 600 Hz. At 1000 Hz the distortion is

severe. A periodic wave is produced, but with a greatly reduced amplitude

and an appearance more like a rectified sine wave. It ks assumed that at

A

_a
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very high frequencies individual pulses interfere with each other. Data re-

ported here are for frequencies well below the distortion range.

Wind Tunnel

The wind tunnel used in this project is a blowdown supersonic tunnel

with a 16 by 16 cm test section, located at The University of Alabama,

Tuscaloosa. A major part of the data collection and reduction was done by

Messers J.D. Dasen and F.L. Smith.

Test Conditions

All data reported are for the following freestream conditions:

Hach no. - 2.9

airspeed = 607 m/sec

stagnation temperature - 288 to 294 K

static pressure - 0.151 atm

stagnation pressure m 4.76 arm

dyna-_%c pressure = 0.878 arm

Reynolds no. = 4.9 x 107 per meter.

The plume stagnation pressure was nominally 33 arm. That value located

the mean position of the separation shock on the surface pressure transducer

and Eenerated a characteristic sisnal which could readily be identified on an

oscilliscope. Small adjustments in stasnation pressure were necessary to pro-

duce that condition in the various tests.

SEPARATION SHOCK WAVE EXCURSIONS

Test Procedure

The separation shock was photographed with a Schlleren system proJectin 8

into a high speed camera. The tests were made at a camera speed of about 800

! frames per second and an exposure time of about 0.002 seconds. Previous ex-

perlence had indicated that greater exposure times would not "freeze" the

,_ .._
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shock motion. Measurements of shock direction and position were taken from

the film by single frame projection onto a grid. The task was simplified

by the fact that the shock direction remained _ssentlally constant during the

shock motion.

Results

Observation and measurement from the high speed motion pictures showed

that the separation shock was in constant motion, regardless of whether or

not there was plume pulsing. As it moved it maintained essentially a con-

stant shock angle with the freestream. In these tests, the shock angle was

28 degrees and mean shock location_ x_ was 5.87 cm. In this context_ shock

location and separation length are taken to be the same. Histograms of shock

excursion for a steady plume and for four different pulsing frequencies are

shown in rlgure 6. Each histogram represents 4_000 measured positions. For

the tests involving an unsteady plume, the plume pressure pulses (RMS) were

4.3 percent of the plume stagnation pressure.

There are no distinctions among the histograms whic_ could not be attri-

buted to experimental error and the finite data sample. The magnltude of

plume pulsing used was sufficient to produce obvious distinctions in the

surface pressure power spectra associated with the separation shock _xcur-

sions (to be discussed later). Therefore_ if any effect exlsts_of plume un-

steadiness on the shock excursion hlstogramt it is rather subtle.

The _otion pictures of shock travel were viewed at several different

frame speeds. It was not possible to distinguish the effect of plume pulsing

in this manner. In all instances the impression from viewing movement of the

shock was that it Jumps from one position of momentary stability to another in

an apparently random manner.

1977009350-TSA13



SEPARATION SHOCK WAVE SURFACE PRESSURES

Test Procedure

Surface pressure fluctuations at the separation shock were measured by

a flush mounted strain gage type transducer with a diameter of 2-,, and a

natural frequency _bove 10G kHz. The static Fressure level was ellmlrmced by

feeding the pressure from a surface orifice, located laterally adjacent to the ._.

transducer, through a 3 m length of tubing to the reverse side of the trans-

ducer dlaphram. The length of tubing filtered the fluctuatlons and provided

a time-averase reference so that the transducer sensed only the pressure

fluctuations. This technique was suggested by Mr. L. Muhlsteln, Jr., of Ames

Research Center, who was also kind enough to supply filtering data.

Plume pressure fluctuations were measured by a piezoelectric trans-

ducer located in the plume settllng chamber. All fluctuating pressure data

were stored on magnetic tape for subsequent reduction.

Data Processing

Surface pressure fluctuations at the separation shock, were processed

to yleld root-mean-square levels and power spectral densities. The power

spectra were obtained from a one-thlrd octave analysis using a Bruel and KJaer

2121 signal analyzer. This instrument was used to filter the input slgnal ex-

cept for that in a selected bandwidth, and it gave the root-mean-square level

for that bandwidth averaged over a selected period (i0 seconds in this case).

The taped signal was repeatedly input at different filter selectlons until

the significant frequency spectrum had been swept. The output (see Figure 7

for examples) was then in an ideal condition to be processed into a one-thlrd
Q

octave power spectrum. Broadband root-mean-squa_e levels were obtained in the

same manner, except that no filtering of the slgnal was used.

For purposes of determining the level of the plume pressure pulse signal,

J
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it was desired to separate the periodic part from background produced by

turbulence in the plume settling chamber. The signal was autocorrelated,

p_oducing essentially a sine wave with constant amplitude except for the zero-

time amplitude which was somewhat greater. (The zero-time amplitude represents

the mean-square value of the entire signal. However, the background noise

quickly "washes out".) Then the final amplitude of the autocorrelatlon was

taken to be the mean-square value of the periodic plume pressure. In most

tests the pulse signal was considerably greater than the background turbu-

lence, and it was only in tests involving a very low magnitude of plume pul-

sing that the correlation technique was necessary, but it was done in all

cases for consistency.

One of the most obvious effects of per_odlc plume unsteadiness is the

generation of a spike on the power spectrum of the surface preequre beneath

the separation shock. The spike is located at the plume pulse frequency. For

the purpose of quantitatively relating periodic plume unsteadiness to the

separation shock response, plume forcing magnitude and the spectrum response

are defined. Plume forcing magnitude is defined to be the root-mean-square

level of the pulsing signal measured as described in the last paragraph. The

spectrum response is defined to be the strength of the spike produced,

measured in the following manner: the area under the spectrum spike which is

above the balance of the spectrum with the spike faired out. In determining

the area under the spike, each one-third octave band produces a rectangular

area consistent with the filter process by which the spectrum is produced.

The quantities identified as "forcing" and "response*' are clearly not the

only ones which could have been chosen. Since there is some arbitrariness,

the "best" definitions will likely vary according to personal preference and

situation. However, it is hoped that the definitions selected are reasonable

L_

m_ j .......
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and useful.

Results

Figure 7 shows the pressure signals as taken directly from the one-third

octave filtering system. It compares the basic shock spectrum with the spec-

trum prodrzed by a shock associated with periodic plume pulslng at 80 Hz and

a magnitude of 3.76 percent of the plume stagnation pressure. The broadband

leTel of the basic spectrum (steady plane) is 166.6 dB a,_ that of the spec-

trum associated with plume unsteadiness is 166.9 dB. These spectra were pro-

duced by an ensemble average of eight different tests, for the basic spectrum,

and ten different tests, for the unsteady plume generated spectrum. The in-

tent was to reduce the data scatter and produce spectra in the rawest form

possible, which incorporated no curve fairing or interpretation, for the pur-

pose of examining the effect of the spike on the balance of the spectrum.

Since the broadband levels of the spectra, with and without plume unsteadi-

ness, are the same within experimental error (and this has been observed

repeatedly in the course of this investigation), it appeared that the spike

was produced at the expense of the balance of the spectrum. An examination

of Figure 7 shows this to be the case, since the spectrum levels associated

with plume pulsing are everywhere lower, except at the spike. The same data

are shown in Figure 8 reduced as suggested by Coe [i], with the exception

that Coe measured boundary layer thickness Just ahead of the shock, whereas

in this case it was measured at the mean shock location, but in the absence

of a plume and consequently a separation shock. For the data_ = 0.53 cm.

With the definitions for fDrclng and response as previously stated, the

response to periodic plume unsteadiness is displayed in Figure 9. Within ex-

perimental error, over the range tested, a linear relationship exists which

is independent of pulse frequency. The results can be expressed in terms of a

1977009350-TSB02
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transfer function if it is postulated that forcing and response are reasonably

represented by a linear differential equation. Then the magnitude of the

transfer function is

[H(f) ! = _ = 0.0169 (16 Hz ! f ! 250 Hz),

and is constant for these data.

SHOCK STABILIZATION

Test Procedure

A series of tests were conducted to determine the effectiveness of a

lateral protuberance in stabilizing a sega_ation shock. The protuberances

were circular cylinders wrapped around the model perpendicular to the flow

direction. (See Figure 10.) The cylinders ranged in size from 0.158 cm to

0.406 cm in a boundary layer with a thickness of 0.53 cm.

To determine the effectiveness, the protuberances were located at various

positions near the undisturbed mean shock location. For each location, twenty

Schlieren photographs were made, from which the degree of stabilization was

taken as being indicated by the standard deviation of the movement of the foot

of the shock. The results should also he representative of the condition in

which the mean shock position varies due to a changing pressure ratio between

the plume stagnation and the freestream pressure because the separation shock

angle (and thus the shock strength) is almost constant with respect to mean

shock location (see reference 6).

Fluctuating pressure measurements were also made for the flow field near

the protuberance. Root-mean-square pressure levels and power spectra were ex-

tracted from these measurements in the same manner as that described for pre-

vious tests. These results also are indicatlvu of the effectiveness of _hock

stabilization.

.... ii i i I I I
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Resets
i

-- It was fou_ that the activity of the separation s_ck could be reduced

by a protuberance over a range of locations. To represent this it was nec-

cessary to define stabilization. The _ture of the loss of stabilization,
I

__ with increasing separation between orlginal shock location and protuberance,

was very different according to whether the protuberance was ahead of or

behi_ the original shock location (x). If the prot_erance was ahead of

the original s_ck location, loss of stabilization was clearly indicated

by the sudden appearance of a shock, located behind the protuberance. How-

ever, loss of stabilization was a gradual process when the protuberance was

behi_ the orlglnal shock location. Since loss of stabilization could

easily be identified in the former case, the standard deviation of the

_vement of the foot of the shock for t_t case was taken as the limit of

stabilization for the latter case also. The standard deviation of the shock

movement for difference protuberance locations is given in Figure II. The

resulting zone of stabillzat_n is shown in Figure 12. Additional informa-

tion about the effectiveness is provided in Figure 13 which gives RMS

press_e levis near a 0.26 cm diameter prot_erance, with and without plume

pulsing. Selected raw spectra for several of the locations are shown in

Figures 14 a_ 15. The maximum RMS pressure level is down about 4 dB from

the unstabilized condit_n, and the region of high level fluctuations is

restricted. The hlgh levels are not affected by plume pulsing, however,

the levels behind the protuberance are considerably elevated by pulsing.

It is interesting t_t the spectrum spike produced behind the protuberance

is grater in _gnltude than that produced by the stabilized shock. (See

Figure 15.)

1977009350-TSB04
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SCALING CONSIDERATIONS

With Geometric Similarity

The scaling laws for the statistics of pressure fluctuations can be

stated rather directly for the case in which geometrically similar bodies

are considered, and the statistics are not time varying. The governing

equations are the continuity equation, the Navler-Stokes equations, the

energy equation and appropriate ideal gas state equations. The variables

taken as being dependent are usually, u,v,w,p,p and T, with the independent

variables being the spatial coordinates and time. With selected reference

quantities: U, p=, T and L, the equatlons may be expressed in terms of

dimensionless varlsbles with the pertinent flow parameters, necessary for

similitude, appearing as c_efficlents of terms in the equations. For example,

see reference 8, Chapter XII.

The requirement for flow field similarity for compressible flow of an

ideal gas is the matching of the dimensionless parameters: Reynolds number,

Mach number, Prandt_ number, Grashof number and Eckert number, or the equiva-

lent of that. Aside from the ideal gas assumption, the analysis, as stated,

is further restricted by the assumption that temperature variations are mild

enough that rapresentative constant values of Cp, _, and k can be used.

The previous statements lead to a functional form for any quantity which

is dependent 0nly on the flow field variables. For instance, the pressure,

normalized to flow quantities, can be expressed

P
= fl(r* t R, _, _, E) (i)

½0®U2 ' ,

where r is a dimensionless position vector and t* is a dimensionless time.

!
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For the flows of interest, the Grashof number, _, is unimportant since it

reflects free convection effects. Also, the Eckert n,:mber, E, can usually be

represented by the more commonly used Mach number, M, (again, see reference 8,

Chapter XII). Then:

P = f2 (r*, t*, R, P, M). (2)
½p.U2

The quantity P is determined as:
rms

Then,

P
rms

= f3 (r*, R, P, M). (4)

Finally, if attention is restricted to a single gas, and conditions are

such as to match Prandtl numbers_

P

rm_.___s= f4 (r*, R, M). (5)q

The power spectral density is determined as:

O

G limit 1 t2_f_d_
to _-- p(r,t)p(r,t + T)dt e , (6)

then

GU limit p(r,t)p(r,t + z) i2_(_)
(7)

• --"_ J'[ ' 2 e L d TU

q2L to �_t q

O

where L is the same characteristic length as used in the Reynolds number and in

normalizing the coordinates. _.}

--_m 4

.......... Ill
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Equations I and 7 imply that

fL r*
GU . f5 C"U' , R, P, G, E), (8)

q2L

and with the same arguments as stated for Prms '

GU. f6 ('-'_U'r*, R, M). (9)
q2L

Equations 5 and 9 then represent the scaling relationships for fluctu- i

atlng pressure intensity and the pressure power spectral density.

Scaling with Incomplete Similitude

Unfortunately_ the scaling laws of the preceedlng section contain the

common problem of modeling simultaneously with Reynolds and Mach numbers.

Using only one gas_ normally alr_ it is difficult to obtain large variations

in fluid properties between model and prototype. That is:

a N a
m-- p

Pm _' Pp

Vm = Vp. (i0)

The Reynolds and Mach scaling requirements are:

u__m up
a a 1m p

Pm Um Lm pp Up Lp•, (ll)
t_m tip

; and, equations i0 and II lead to the conditions: i

Um__ Up

_. Lp. (12)

' Obviously, the last equation prohibits the use of wind tunnel models that are i

I
!
i

i
- t
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significantly smaller than the prototype for exact or nearly exact scaling.

This unfortunate situation leaves several possible alternatives, for which

applicability must be demonstrated experimentally or theoretically.

It is possible that the scaling is separable, or approximately so,

such that for the shock conditions:

G shock U = FI(_)F2(R)F3(M), (13) "_
q2L

and the fluctuating pressure level would separate similazly.

Another possibility is that one of the effects will be insignificant

compared to the other over some significant range. In that case, scaling can

often be accomplished. Also, it is sometimes possible to artificially simu-

late one of the effects, for example, the Reynolds effect has sometimes been

approximated with increased surface roughness. The success of this gener-

ally depends on the strength of the effect in the range being tested. That

is, the test would likely be representative if the Reynolds effect were weak

in the test-prototype range, but if there were a strong Reynolds effect on

the quantity being tested, the results would be much more questionable.

Another possibility is the development of an analytical model. Even

though the con_lexltles of the flow field seem to preclude the direct solu-

tion of the governing equations in complete form, a seml-emplrlcal model can

be extremely helpful for data extrapolation, providing that the model is

stated in terms of Math and Reynolds effects which are known or can be deter-

mined. For this purpose, the results are tied to experimental data at points

so that the model need only to represent trends reasonably.

All statements, up to this point, assume air to be the test gas. Another

possibility is to use a gas with properties sucl, that:
e

am Pm appp-->> (14)
_m _p

J I ii i i n I i, ' ........ ' li I Ilia| i I ..... I I III I in I II I • J
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since this leads to:

i L << L . (15)
m p

The success here, obviously depends on t_e identification and availabillty of

such a gas. In the use of different gases one should be on guard for specific

heat effects.

The last, and most difficult to delineate case, is scaling with Incom-

plete geometric similarity. It is difficult to discuss because it involves

experience and intuition to a major degree. For example, it is intuitive that

a prot' _erance, which is buried in a separated region, will have little effect

on the balance of the flow field, whereas a protuberance ahead of a separation

shock will alter the flow significantly. Continuing this train of thought,

one concludes that scaling should be possible if the significant geometry and

parameters are matched, even though there may be considerable mismatching of

insignificant geometry and parameters. This type of argument is always im-

plicit whenever data are compared between separations produced by different

geometries, particularly if a comparison is made, or suggested, between a

separation produced by a rigid surface and a separation produced by a gaseous

plume.

If one considers the application of equation 9 to the pressure under a

separation shock (r* = r shock ), and has overcome the obstacles stemming from

lack of complete geometric similarity, then:

G shock U F4 (f__,pUL U
q2L = -_-, _), (16)

and the next task is to select the most representative values for the vari-

ables involved. This is never a problem with complete similarity; only con-

' sistency between the model and prototype is required. However, with incom-

plete geometric slmilar_ty, identification of the most pertinent variables

li,, ' ' ' ' .... I II I II II I II I I II
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is essential if any success is to be achieved.

In equation 16 several variables may bc identified readily• The velo-

city, dynamic pressure, and speed of sound sho_d be taken outside the

boundary layer Just upstream of the shock wave. Freestreamvaluesmay be

used only if they are essentially the same. It is not as clear where the

viscosity should be taken. However, considering the similarity of turbulent

boundary layers, it probably can be taken outside the boundary layer pro-

viding that thermal boundary conditions at the surface are reasonably matched.

The variable that is least obvious is the one directly associated with

geometry: the length. Clearly, it must be characteristic of some flow

feature, and obvious candidates are a boundary layer thickness and separation

length. (Again, if boundary layer similarity is reasonably maintained, it

doesn't matter which boundary layer thickness is selected.) Without complete

similarity, it is even possible that more than one length is characteristic

so that

L1 pUL U

• G shock U = F5 (f_' L ' -_-' _)' (17)
q2L

where L is either the boundary layer thickness or the separation length, and

L is the other. However, it is likely that with _he best choices for the
1

variables Involved, a much simpler relationship than that indicated by

equation 17 is possible. To consider a few possibilities, assume that the

only significant Reynold's effect is reflected by the boundary layer thickness,

6, and that the only significant Mach effect is reflected by the separation

length x. Then equation (17) would reduce to:

G shock U f_

2- = F6 (-_, _) (18)
qx

e

since the Reynolds and Mach effects would be indirectly accounted for by the

...... ill i .............. ' | I
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lengths. What seems more likely, is that the Mach effect would be reflected

in the shock angle, 8, since it is directly related to shock strength. Then

one might have:

G shock U F6 (f(_or ,6)
q2(R or _) = , 8) (18)

Of course, the ultimate simplicity would result in identifying a single length

which reflected both the essentials of the Mach and Reynolds effect, so that:

S shock2 U = F8 (f__) (20)
qL

Using the form of equation 20, Robertson [9] shows good correlation for

the shock spectra generated by a 45° wedge at _ch 2, and cylindrical pro-

tuberances at Mach 1.4 and 1.6, using separation length as significant. The

present shock data for plume induced separation at _ch 2.9 do not correlate

quiet as well, but do correlate slightly better with separation length than

with boundary layer thickness. (See Figure 16.) It is not clear whether the

differences arise from incomplete similarity or from a plume induced scparation

as compared with separation for a rigid corner. More data, over a range of

conditions, would be helpful in identifying the simplest reliable scaling laws.

MISCELLANEOUS

Transducer Effect

Fluctuating pressure data reported were taken with a 2 mm dlameter strain

gage type transducer, wh=reas similar data have been previously taken with a

5 mm diameter piezoelectric type transducer [7]. A comparison of the resulting

power spectra is given in Figure 17. Unfortunately, there are extraneous con-

ditions involved which preclude the conclusion that the difference is due sole-

ly to transducer effect. The data taken with the 2 mm transducer were processed

as described previously in this paper_ whereas the data from the 5 ran transducer

_ _-!
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were processed by recording it on magnetic tape, making a continuous loop of

about 15 seconds of run, and scanning that signal with a continuously variable

bandwidth filter keyed to the one-third octave distribution. The resulting

output exhibited considerable scatter and was faired with a smooth curve before

processing into a power spectrum. By all indications, however, the present data

should be more reliable since it involves no interpretation and is taken with

a smaller transducer.

Harmonic Effects

Figure 18 illustrates a power spectrum with a high level of plume un-

steadiness at a low frequency. A secondary spike is obvious at twice the fre-

quency of the primary spike (and consequently at twice the forcing frequency).

This is evidently a harmonic effect, ant' in fact, careful inspection of the

spectrum will identify small spikes at f_ur-times and eight-times the forcing

frequency. This effect is evident only in spectra associated with low frequency

forcing, but presumably, it is present in other cases with the effects obscured

by the larger bandwidths characteristic of the one-third octave spectrum at

higher frequencies.

1977009350-TSB12
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Several effects associated with plume induced flow separation have been

identified. The following statements are applicable over the range of this

study.

i. The separation shock exhibits an excursion about some mean location

and maintains essentially constant direction as it moves. This is true with

or without plume unsteadiness.

2. The probability that the separation shock is located in a given

position interval at a given instant is not influenced by plume unsteadiness.

3. Periodic plume unsteadiness produces a spike on the separation shock

surface pressure power spectrum. The spike strength is proportional to the

plume pulsing magnitude. The proportionality is constant over a frequency

range.

4. The broadband level of the separation shock surface pressure fluctu-

ations is not affected by periodic plume unsteadiness, so that the spectrum

spike is produced at the expense of the balance of the spectrum.

5. Periodic plume unsteadiness produces secondary spikes in the sepa-

ration shock pressure spectrum at higher octaves of the forcing frequency.

Although the spike magnitudes are small coDJpared to the primary spike, they

have been observed at frequencies up to three octaves above the forcing

f,equency.

6. Separation shock activity is reduced by the pressure of a lateral

surface protuberance which extends partially through the bcundary layer.

The shock excursions are restricted, and the Shock root-mean-square pressure

is reduced.

7. Exact scaling the statistics of pressure fluctuations between

similar bodies of greatly different size is difficulL because of conflicting

1977009350-TSB13
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requirements for Reynolds and Mach similarity. It may be possible to iden-

tify flow field dimensions which reflect the Reynolds and Mach effects for

successful approximate scaling, but this would require a reliable phenom-

enological model and/or sufficient data for assurance.

8. The separation shock spectra reported agree slightly better with

protuberance and compressions corner shock data if separation length is ,-.

taken as characteristic, as opposed to boundary layer thickness.
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